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of consumers believe that every 

brand has a responsibility to get 

involved in at least one social issue that 

does not directly impact its business

Purpose is the new norm... And 

consumers are looking for it.

“
”

The most important thing that 

the average person can do is to 

use their money to be their 

voice. - Millennial Female

53%

-2019 Edelman Trust Barometer



It’s become just as important as 
their actual vote.

33%

34%

33%What has the greatest 

impact on society? 

Among Millennials

Every time you spend money, 

you’re casting a vote for the kind 
of world you want. - Anna Lappe

“
”

Community Involvement Purchase Decisions

Voting Decisions



Now more than 

ever.

Nearly

1.6 million New 

Yorkers have lost 

work and income in 

2020

1 in 6 Americans 

facing food 

insecurity in 2020 

(increase from 1 in 

7)

Nearly 1 in 5 

mothers with young 

kids say their 

children are not 

getting enough to 

eat 

NY Department of Labor Feeding America
Brookings Institution COVID Impact Survey

and The Hamilton Project



The COVID-19 pandemic is exacerbating pre-existing inequalities, putting 

immense strain on tenuous systems; and plunging those in the most precarious 

contexts deeper into poverty and hunger.

“

”- Tijjani Muhammad-Bande, President of the United Nations General 

Assembly



And purpose is driving huge brand success.



But have marketeers really committed to purpose driven 

marketing?



58% of consumers believe 

brands could do more

Only 22% of consumers can 

identify a sustainable product

(-3pts since 2008)

Or is it just lip service?

You can’t reverse into a mission and 
values through marketing. The 

organizations that are struggling 

with this are probably the ones that 

are thinking about marketing first.
-Alex Weller, Patagonia

“

”



At Danone performance and purpose have always gone hand in 

hand.

THEN NOW



And we’re willing to commit.



Enter the fastest growing brand in 

the yogurt category.

$100M 
in 16 months

+134% 
Yr 2 growth

3rd biggest 
new food brand 

in US in 2019



It started with a solid insight: Everyone tries to quit sugar, but it comes with a 

big sacrifice.

#1 item
Americans check for on 

nutritional label

76%
consumers looking to 

l imit /avoid sugar in diet 

46%
low sugar seekers admit 

they know how to eat 

well, but don’t do it



And so we approached it differently, crafting from the go a proposition uniquely 

positioned to win in low sugar. 



Leveraging semiotics to develop a 

true object of desire.



For launch we leveraged Elsy 

technology to decide on a 

nontraditional launch media route.

60%
of launch media on digital

https://app.frame.io/presentations/c0507bf2-6dc1-4404-be92-4c12bb1531a4


Married with our gut instinct that this 

brand had to have a ‘grassroots’ first 
approach to earn a name in the 

wellness community’.



Which paid off with HUGE earned media.



We adapted with speed when we saw 

a trend appearing through social 

listening.

Jan 2019

Keto



Creating a new activation community and relevant content.



As a result we generated 

huge consumer love from Day 

1.

“I swear I could eat 
TWO GOOD yogurt 

every day for the rest 

of my life.”“I love this yogurt 
more than I love 

some humans.”



Have won amazing awards.

“A fine line separates risk, 
resilience, and reward, and all of 

these winners have navigated 

each of these flawlessly,” 
- Ben Macedo, leader of BASES, 

North America.



And did we mention that people quite 

like our taste?

14:12
AT&
T

thelivdlife Why am I so obsessed with you, I don’t even 
know. Maybe cause you actually taste good, which is 

FREAKING CRAZY. Okay, I’ll off singing. But honestly I was 
so surprised at how good this is because I saw less sugar, 

less carbs and thought... this is gonna suck in the name of 

health. But y’all IT DIDN’T SUCK !! It’s so good. TWO 
GOOD. #seewhatididthere

But also - tell me something you thought was gonna suck 

but then you loved?? Food/movie/song/ whatever!

23% 
of people who’ve bought Two Good
WOULD NOT BUY ANY OTHER YOGURT

if Two Good not available 
(vs 4% main competitor)

“
”

The ONLY yogurt I buy because 

it’s that freaking good and good 
for you - Two Good User



BRAND



As a brand born to do good, we realized we 

could do so much more... with less.



We believe that making more with less

can lead to a world of good.

Less Sugar     .      Less Waste    .     Less Exploitation



That’s why we commit to creating 
more good through food that’s made 

only with:

And passionate kindness for 

the people and planet.

Mind-

blowingly 

delicious taste.

Radically simple ingredients.



More Taste Less Sugar



More traceable 

ingredients
Less questions



More equitable 

treatment of farmers

Less focus only on the 

bottom line



Feeding 

Those in Need

From Less Food Going 

to Waste



Do More With 

Less.



GOOD SAVE





The IDEA: When life 

gives you lemons, don’t 
waste them.



1 FOR 1



Food Waste : 

The world’s “dumbest problem”

1/3
of food produced in the 

US is going to landfills.

1 in 6 people

are hungry
If we recover all the food 

that is lost or wasted, we 

would have enough to 

feed all those hungry 

and 4x more

Food production uses 

10%
energy

50%
land

80%
water



We’ve accelerated our work here due 
to the urgent need.





When you buy Two 

Good, an equal 

amount of food goes 

to someone in need.





28 Million 

Meals

Estimated 

annual impact 



FOOD TO FEED VIDEO



Already picking up heat.



Committing 25% of our annual marketing 

spend



No asterisks *



No “up to x amount”



No limits... 

Together making a change... 



And that will be TWO Good...  Good for business and 

Good for all... 



THANK YOU.


